Animal DNA numbers are due by August 1, 2022 to WCFF.

2021
Biggest Yearling Contest Animal DNA Registration
As someone who purchased or won a straw of semen or live animal at the Whitetails of Wisconsin’s annual
fundraiser in 2021 that qualifies under the 2021 Biggest Yearling Contest Rules, you are receiving this letter as
notification of the deadline for submitting animal DNA number as entry into the contest.
As stated in the contest rules, for each straw obtained at the 2021 WOW Auction, no more than three dams,
are eligible for the contest. If you only bred one or two does with the straw of semen, only submit those
numbers. Three does is the maximum allowed. Please sign and date the form, include the numbers of the three
does that were bred to the semen/animal you won or purchased at the 2021 WOW banquet, and return the
form to:
Whitetails of Wisconsin/WCFF
525 Old Highway Road
Mineral Point, WI 53565
Email: whitetailsofwisconsin@gmail.com

DNA for Doe #1: _______________________: Tag Number_________________________
DNA for Doe #2: _______________________: Tag Number_________________________
DNA for Doe #3: _______________________: Tag Number_________________________
Semen Used: Buck Name _____________________ DNA # _________________ if available
Donor of Semen or Live Animal: ________________________ Contact #________________
2020 Buck Fawn ______________: Tag Number ____________ DNA # _________________
Final DNA submission will be retrieved from each of the winning yearling buck’s antlers
of which WOW will absorb the cost of testing through NADR.

Date____________________
Signature_________________________________________
Farm Name _______________________________________
Phone Number_____________________________________
WOW will be using NADR for DNA registration. The link to their website is:
http://deerregistry.com/?page_id=7 The cost of DNA is $65 per animal. The form
to submit a DNA sample can be found online at the same link.
The DNA sample can be mailed to:
North American Deer Registry
1601 Medical Center Dr., Suite 1
Edmond, OK 73034

